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avanna's design is unique among vocaloids in many
ways, primarily in her appearance. she has a very thin

figure with a small face, and she has very sharp
features that are very noticeable on her face. this is in

contrast to other vocaloids with a slightly more
rounded and less-noticable face. her design is very

different from other vocaloids, including kanako, who
is also from the second generation of vocaloids.

kanako's face is similar to many vocaloids, except that
it is rounded a bit and seems more like a human's face
than avanna's face. her hair is shaped in a style similar

to a human's, and her hair is a more natural-looking
color. in contrast to kanako's hair, avanna's hair is

thick and stands straight up. avanna has a very thin
figure and a small face. because of this, she looks like

a human child with a lot of childlike behavior, even
though she is a vocaloid. she uses "cuteness" as a

selling point in the webpages of many of the studios
that use her, making her very popular among younger
fans of vocaloids. many female japanese people relate

to avanna, since she looks like a real girl child.
avanna's face is very different from other vocaloids,

and can often be seen as a turning point in the
development of vocaloids. avanna has a very sharp

and thin-looking face with a very narrow nose, no eye-
sockets, and even a small mouth. she also has a very

large forehead, which is unusual in japanese faces. this
trait is also found in her original image that was shown
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on release. her hair is thin, and it is cut in a way that
highlights her forehead. in contrast to her face, her

hair is thick, stands straight up, and is in a style similar
to kanako's hair. her hair is also a more natural-looking

color than kanako's hair. 5ec8ef588b
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